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FUNDAMENTALS OF INDIVIDUAL RISK RATING 
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The purpose of this study note is to consoiidate the basic actmial concepts of individual risk rating into a 

single source and, in so doing, to provide standard notation for the kmulation and solution of problems. It 

is intended that the elementary ideas will be identified and explained in a straightforward manner, with 

sufficient detail so the student can easily follow all steps in the development. 
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PART XII 

Related Topics 

Deductible and excess insurance, as the terms are used with respect to ii&iii coverage, differ in sever& 

important aspects. D_eductible insurance is usually written for reiatively small retentions in connection 

with risks with rather high daitn frequency, The insurer is required to settle all losses and to indemnify 

the insured for losses in excess of the retention. Excess insurance usually refers to coverage wrimzn at 

high retentions for risks who desire to self-insure all except the more costiy claims. ?he insurer is 

expected to investigate and settle only those losses which might exceed the retention. Thus, a portion 

of SOS adjustment expense is elimiied along with the iosses. 

Recognixing the essential differences between deductible and excess coverage, a more or less uniform 

approach can be followed in the determination of the discount. This is accomplished in two steps: 

a) Determine the loss elimination ratios for retentions under consideration. 

Empirical methods were commonly used in the past, but loss diibutions are 

frequentiy fitted today. 

b) Making certain assumptions concerning expenses, determine the discount 

corresponding to the loss elimination ratio. _ 

1) The Loss Elimination Ratio 

The loss eiimination ratio is usualiy determined from a study of a representative group of claims. 

The most common form of deductibie coverage is the straipht deductible. When the straight 

deductible is employed. the amount of the retention is deducted from all losses. 

Denote the ioss elimination ratio by k and let 

N = The total number of ciaims in the study 
n = The number of claims that do not exceed the retention 
L = The total losses in the study 
L, = Losses due to claims which do not exceed the retention 
r = The retention 
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j-zy==J - * - - -(l). 
, 

‘Ihe disabbtating deductible is an inter&q variation of the cleductibie wucqtt anpioysd h 

homeowners insuanct andotherpropertyimes. IfaniudiiclahX,isequaltooricss&an 

the retention, r, there is no ind-cazion. However, there is a number R > r such tha, 

for XZR, indemnification is b u. When r < X C R, the amount of indcxmification is equal 

to (x-r) A . I-l The aggregate payment for losses between r and R is (LR4VJ & I-1 
where LR = thetotallossesinthestudybctwemrandR,and 

The amount saved on losses between r and R is given by 

and the ioss eiimination ratio is given by 

1 1 
L, + L, - (LR - rN& (- R 1 

k R-r SW - - = - 0. 
L 

The calculated value cannot be used without modification. The loss elimination ratio cannot be 

expected to be fully realized. Therefore, a safety factor, denoted by f, is required. The value 

of the safety factor is set by judgment. The product of the loss elimination ratio and the safety 

factor, jk, is sometimes known as the tempered loss elimination ratio. 

7he procedure for determining loss elimination ratios for excess coverage is identical with the 

procedure employed for deductible coverage. 

2) Discount Formuia for Deductible Coverage 

After k is obtained. certain assumptions regarding expenses must be made before the discount can 



be deterkned. The usual assumptio tts made with respect to deduct&k coverage for iiabiiity 

insurance are: 

a) The provisions for acquisition, taxes and pmfxt vary with premium. 

b) The provision for all other expenses are fianp portions of tie &@ 

g2veriwg premium. 

The full wverage premium, P, is given by 

P=E?+nP+(A+T+p)P - - - - -0) 
I 

where E = Expected loss ratio including allocated claim adjustment expense, 

n = The provision for expeuses other than acquisition, taxes, profit and 
allocated adjustment expense, 

A = The provision for acquisition, 

T = The provision for raxesI and 

P = The provision for profit. 

Define P as the provision for allocated adjustment expenses and e as the provision for expenses 

other than acquisition, taxes and profit. Then e ‘= n + u, and formula (3) can be rewritten as 

P = EP + nP - aP + UP +(A+T+p)P 

= (E - alp + (n + a)P + (A + T + p)P 

I P = (E - a)P + eP + (A + T + p)P 

I 

_ _ _ _ _ (4). 

(E - a)P + eP 
Then p= I-A-T-p - - - - -(S). 
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*-. . . 
Let P’ be the premium for the deductible awerage. ckariy, the dicount. D, is cl- by 

and P’=(l-jk)(E-u)P+eP+(A+T+p)P’ - - .- - -(a- 

p’ = (1 A pr)(E - a)P + eP 
l-~-T-p - - - - -0. 

Using Fonmka (5), 

,p’ = 0 - Rc)E - alP + CP 
P fE - u)P + CP 

= a)P + eP - (E - a)P + ME - alp - eP 
(E - a)P + eP 

= fk(E-a)P 
E - a)P + eP 

From formula (4), 

eP = PU-A-T-p)-(E-alp. 

Therefore, 

D= fk LF - a)P = 
(E-a) e + PO-A-T-p) - lE-4) ip EJ(l -A-T-p) 



/ I 

3) Discount Formulas for Excess Coverage 

Slightly different expense assumptions usually apply in the case of excess coverage. 

a) Case 

1. A portion of aliocated claim ad- expense is eliminated which is 

prqJoxtional to the losses elimbated. 

2. Acquisition, taxes, p&it, iqection expense, unallocated daim adjustman 

expense and a portion of home office administration expense vary with 

prUIliUUS. 

3. The provision for all other expenses, e, is a fixed portion of the full coverage 

premium. (Notice that this e has a slightly different meaning from that in the 

previous section on Deductible Coverage.) 

4. E retains its meauing as the provision for losses and ALAE. 

, 

where i = the provision for inspection expense, 

u = the provision for unallocated claim expense, 

h = the provision for home office administration expense, and 

h! = the portion of h that varies with premium. 
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P’ =(l -fi)Ep+eP+(A + T + p + i + II + gh)Pp ---(II) 
1 

P’ = (1 -fi)EP+cp m - - - (W 
1 -A-T-~ -i-u-gh 

f’ = fl- Rrl EP eP using 00) and (72) 
P EP+ eP+ * 

From formula (9), 

eP = P(I-A-T-p-i-u-gh)-EP. 

Therefore, 

D= REP =- 
EP+P(l-A-T-p-i-u-gh)- E$! . . . . . . . . . . $!(I -A-T-p-i-u-gh) 

D= fkE 
1 -A-T-p-i-u-gh - - - - -(13)- 

b) II Case 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A portion of allocated adjustment expense is elimbated which is proportional to 

the losses eiiminaterl. 

Acquisition, taxes and profit vary with the premium. 

Inspection, unallocated claim expense and a portion of home office administration 

expense vary with excess coverage losses and allocated adjustment expense 

instead of premium. 
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4. The provision for all other expenses, e, is a fixed potion of the fidl coverage 

premium. 

Let & represent the provision for inspection expense as a percentage of losses and ALAE. 

Similarly, let b and & represent the provisions for ULAE and home office rr * ‘aWe 

expense, respectively, as percentages of losses and ALAE. Let g be the portion of home office 

administrative expense which varies with losses and ALAE. The symbois E, A, T and p retain 

their meanings from Case I. 

Once again, we write the appropriate formulas for P a& P’: 

I P = EP + (A + T + p)P + (iE + ++ gh&P + eP 
I 

. . . . . . . . . (14) 

P’= (1 -fi)EP + (A + T + p)P’ + (iE + uE+ g&)(1 - ffffffffffffffffffff + eP 

Then 

;= (1 -jk)E + (A P’ + T + p)-+ (iE + IQ+ gh,)( 1 - fi)E + e 
P 

and so, 

PI U- fl)E + (ir + uE + ghJ(1 - jk)E + e -= 
P 1 -A-T-p 

(1 - fk) E (1 + i, + I+ + gh,)+ e = 
1 -A-T-p 

- 
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D=l+- (1 -fk)(l +iE+uE+gh&E+e 
1 -A-T-p 

= (1 -A-T-p-(1 +i,+u~+~~~-e)+pc(l~i,~u~+gh,)E 
1-A-T-p 

From (14), (A =t T + p)P + (1 +i,+u,+ghJ EP + eP 3: P, so 

31 . . * . . . *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I (1s) 

4) Higher Optional Deductibis 

In the 1980s and ‘9Os, inter= in hiier deductibie coverage has grown considerably. Among 

the reasons for thii are the following: 

a> 

b) 

cl 

Trend toward seif-insurance, with its promise of savings to the insured, who hopes to 

keep profits and expenses that would otherwise go to the insurer. 

Tax savings which may inure to the employer who can deduct a iiability for the insurance 

deductible on an unpaid insured claim, but may be unable to deduct a loss reserve on a 

retained claim. 

Positive cash flow to the insurer, who may not have to pay excess claims for years after 

the policy is written. 

d) In lines with residual market pools, reduction of assessments to the carrier, whose net 

written premium will be that for the excess only. 

Loss elimination ratios for such deducribles have been calculated using data underlying the 

calcuiation of ELFs. 
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B. 
. 

Workers Co-g&&?&W co 12 VQ 

The procedure used to obtain the ex-medical diicount (the WkXlOlOgY Of the IKUlUd is u-medical ratio) 

is srikingly similar to the one followed for deductible and excess kurauce. The only exeptio~ -that 

the loss eliion ratio (which usually has a high vaiue) appiics oniy to the muiicai pure premium and 

that profit is considered to be a fked potion of the full coverage premium. 

1) Basic Assumptions: 

a. The ex-medical pure premium is equal to the total pure premium less a portion of the 

medical pure premium. 

b. Expenses other than acquisition and taxes are not reduced. Acquisition and taxes are a 

function of premium. 

lnitially, it might be thought that the entire medical pure premium should be ehhated. However, the 

following considerations indicate that a small part of it should be retained. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Selection of ex-medical coverage will liiy be adverse to the insurer. 

Payment of certain medical costs may be required even though the policy may be ex- 

medical. 

The insurer retains an obiigation to pay medical loss in the event the employer is unable 

to pay. 

2) The Ex-Medical Discount 

These considerations lead to the derivation of the ex-medical discount. Let P denote the full 

coverage premium. 

[ p=E+eP+(A+7)P (16) ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Rma 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (If) 

where E= expeaailossesortotalpurepranim4nosinciudingALAE. 

e = provision for expenses other than acquisition and taxes. 

A = provision for acquisition. 

T = provision fix taxes. 

Let P’ d-te the cx-medical premium: 

P' =E-&,,+eP+fA+7)P’ 
I 

. . . . . ..I.......... (1s) 

p’ = E - kEM + eP 
1 -A - T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.. . . . . . (19) 

where EM = the medical pure premium. 

k = the portion of medicai pure premium eliminated, which is determined by 

judgment. 

P’ E-kEM +eP = 
F E + eP 

- 
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Denote the discount by D: 

D+$=l- E-kE,WP 
E+eP 

= Ed’-E+&,-eP JCEW 

E + eP =E 

From fonda (15), 

eP=P(l-A-D-E. 

Therefore, 

D= kE, 4 
E + P(l - A - l)-E=P(l-A-‘I) 

Also from formula (15), 

P= E 
i-A-T-e 

Therefore, D = 

D=l-A-T-e.- 4 * - - - 
1 -A -T E 

- (19). 
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3) Adjustments Under Retrospective Rating 

When ex-medical coverage is rated reUospeCt.iveiy, certain adjustmrpn are indii (altbougil 

seldom made). For example, the loss conversion factor might also -ire adjustman if t& 

dollars of expense provided by the cx-medical loss axwcrsion faaor are to equal the dollars of 

expense provided by the t%ammry loss conversion fhcUx. Let 3’ = C’ - 1 and J = c - 1, where 

c is the usual loss conversion factor. 

J’ =/. E 
E-kE,, ; 

From formula (19), 

Dt l-A-T-e =A# 
1-A-T ‘E 

4I =D.E. 1-A-T 
I-A-T-e 

Substituting, 
J’ =J. E 

E-DE I+-’ 
1-A-T-e 

I -D. 1 -A-T 
I -A -T-e 

5 J(1 - A - T - e) 
1 -A- T-e-D(l-A-7) 

The adjusted loss conversion factor for the ex-medicai retro p&an is c * = 1 + J ‘, where 
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